NPS5500
Mid back and medium seat with minimal
contour. Shown with optional stool package.

Neutral Posture® Seating

NP S8600
High contoured back and medium seat
with moderate contour.

NPS6900
High back and large seat with deep contour.

NPS10100
Big & Tall supporting up to 500 lbs.

NPS6600
High back and medium seat with
moderate contour.

Finding Your Unique Chair
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Option Code(s)

Chair Control Mechanism
0 - Multi-function mechanism
w/seat slider and forward tilt-stop

Back Styles

Seat Styles

1 back

5 seat

Breatheable mesh
back design.

Medium seat w/minimal contour

NPS8800

our Neutral Posture® seating can

High contoured back and large seat

physically match your body size and

with minimal contour. Shown with

shape, and support you properly.

optional adjustable headrest.

Arm Styles

N EU T R A L P O S T URE ®
FE AT URES
0 - Five-way adjustable
arms

5 back

Standard upholstered seat and back.

3 - 360° swivel arm
with urethane pad

Plastic outer shell. Up to 14 active

6 seat

ergonomic features for maximum

Medium seat w/moderate contour

adjustability. Back height and angle

Accommodates
the majority of
users by providing
exceptional back
and lumbar support
in an average size.

adjustments. Inflatable lumbar.
4 - Swing arm

Pneumatic seat height and seat angle

6 - Oversized vinyl arm
7 - Oversized fabric/leather

adjustments. Seat depth, swivel, tension
and forward tilt-stop. Armrest swivel,

7 seat
6 back

Medium seat w/deep contour

Provides a high, wide
back with lateral
curve for those who
need more upper
back support.

NPS6800

height and width adjustments. Standard

High back and large seat with

Neutral Posture® upholstery choices.

minimal contour.
OP T ION S

P - 360° swivel arm

For Neutral Posture® chair options and
pricing, please call Customer Service or

8 seat
Large seat w/minimal contour

visit our web site.

Headrest

8 back
Provides superior
lateral curve at the
waist with upper
back and lumbar
support.

9 seat
Large seat w/deep contour

Neutral Posture® allows you to select the
components that are best suited to fit your
individualized needs. First choose your
back, seat, arm, and chair mechanism
control. Insert their corresponding part
numbers into the formula to create your
unique model number.

H4 / H5
Dual Pivot Headrests

HE
Dual Pivot Headrest

Neutral Posture® Seating
People come in all different shapes and sizes.
1 . 8 0 0 . 6 2 8 . 4 7 3 8

As anyone knows, one size does not fit all.
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Correctional Industries offers Neutral Posture

®

seating that can be configured to fit your exact needs.

Visit Correctional Industries’ web site for prices on seating.
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